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Working on this month’s edition, I realise it’s a bit “newsier” than usual, which can only be good,
considering it’s supposed to be a newsletter. There is some hopefully useful instructional stuff on the following
pages, but some interesting titbits to mention first. (Apparently it’s titbit in England and Australia and tidbit in
America, in case you were wondering, ..which you probably weren't)
The RACGP’s annual Health of the Nation report was released recently, and it’s always interesting to
see the evolution both of practice and the thinking of GPs. If the 60 odd pages is too much of an ask, over at
HotDoc they have a reasonable executive summary.
One thing from the report that really surprised me was that almost two-thirds of GPs claim to
recommend health apps to their patients at least weekly, with only 26% say they rarely or never recommend
apps. Happily I can provide something of interest on this score, thanks to the release this past month of the
Snug health app which has Tasmanian origins and is available without charge to ST Luke’s members. It joins
other apps like Healthi in offering access to a patient’s My Health Record as well as providing health diary and
family collaboration type tools. More information in the following pages.
During November Healthlink added another ereferral option to GP software by enabling access to
the Cervinmedia online private specialist directory for GPs in Tasmania and Victoria. Hot on the heels of the
My Aged Care referral being enabled in October, it’s safe to say that ereferral is gathering pace in Tasmania.
Remember that you don’t need a Best Practice or Medical Director update to access these options, it is
automatically available through your Smartforms interface. Specifics shown later in this newsletter.
Speaking of not needing to update Best Practice, it’s worth mentioning that BP will cease to offer
support for the Lava SP3 release from the 10th of January. On the upside, BP has rolled out a bunch of great
functionality improvements this year, so there is plenty of incentive to upgrade anyway.
I’m aware that some practices are casting about for the right cloud based clinical program. A glance at
the release notes for MD Helix reveals functionality that is only just now being added to the product. This
alone should make practices quite glad that they didn’t jump in a couple of years ago.
Health technology momentum was further maintained this month with the news that the necessary
legislation was passed to enable fully electronic medication scripts or genuine e-prescribing. I read there will
be trials some time next year.
I must admit I’m really looking forward to dropping an “e”. Nope, I’m not off to the Falls festival, I just
anticipate the time when our use of technology in health communication is so routine and second nature to
clinicians that we can go back to words like health, script and referral minus the “e-” prefix.
Have a happy and safe holiday season.

Templates

The following template was added to my website this month and can be found here.
GP Eating Disorders Plan (EDP)
Specialist Note - Timing of Referrals
The admin team over at Rob Bohmer and Jaqui Slater’s rooms have requested that GPs try and
ensure that referral details are sent through to the practice before the patients call to book an
appointment. This enables the practice to triage referrals more efficiently.
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TopBar

Many practices are participating in the PIP quality improvement (QI) program. To recap, to be eligible
for the incentive payment practices have to a) send monthly data to Primary Health Tasmania (PHT) and b)
show PHT evidence of some quality improvement exercises.
The first part happens pretty automatically on the 1st of every month around 2am with a PenCat
scheduler generating a data extract, de-identifying it and sending it off to PHT. As part of the exercise, PHT
will be looking at 10 specific data items. The practice can opt to focus on some of these items for the 2nd
part of compliance, or it can concentrate on entirely different issues.
Whether you want to work on the 10 data items or not, the TopBar tool gives you a very good
application for telling you about these for every patient you encounter.

The circled app in the above graphic tells us that this patient has missing information from 5 of the 10
identified data items. Clicking on the app results in the following screen.

In my opinion, the screen is really well presented with clear written descriptions of each item,
the key points are:
If an item is greyed out it is not applicable for this patient
Means that this item is up to date for the patient
Means that this item is not up to date for the patient.
Item 8 is only applicable to patients in the 45-74 year age group, and is broken down into the
recording of recognised risk factors for cardio vascular disease (CVD)
Clicking on the red cross will take you straight to the relevant bit in the clinical record, for recording
of the information. Having said that the pathology type items will take you to a screen for entering values,
whereas you may need to be ordering a blood test. When you update information , you get the triple
reinforcement of; a green tick for the item, a progress bar update and happier smiley icon at top right
and the number shown on the app icon on the topbar will decrease.
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eReferral

After enthusing about the addition of the My Aged Care referral last month, GPs in Tasmania and
Victoria have been given access to another option for private specialist ereferral via the same Smartforms
technology. After some initial testing, I think there are still a couple of wrinkles, but fundamentally for the
specialists with compatible systems for receiving, it will be a great way to do referrals.
The system works by giving GPs access to the online specialist directory provided by Cervin Media.
The directory is the frequently used model where specialists are given a free listing but can pay for a
premium one. I will go through the process next, but please read the end of the article for my thoughts on
the good and the not so good.
In Best Practice
In Correspondence Out click on
the icon from the menu bar .Alternately you can click on
View..Healthlink Forms and click the new form icon. Note that this tab also shows any previous Smartforms
generated for the patient.

In Medical Director
In the patient record, go to the Healthlink tab at the far right and click the new form icon. Note
that this tab also shows any previous Smartforms generated for the patient.

An alternate way to access these forms is via the Healthlink Tab in your Letter Writer.
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eReferral

In Best Practice and Medical Director - Search and Selection
After a few seconds the specialist search screen should load.

You can search by Name, specialisation and Post
Code, as well as certain keywords. In this example
we have searched by surname and have found the
specialist that we are looking for.

When you have selected the specialist hit enter or click on Search Specialists.
The profile page of the selected specialist appears next.

Click in this section to generate
specialist contact details for the
patient.

The button at the far right of screen shows the method of communication
available, either e-referral or manual referral. The reason for this is that
the e-referral method will produce an advanced pdf type document, and
not all specialist software can receive this format properly. If Manual
Refer is selected, the document will need to be printed and faxed
Whilst I think GPs will love this method of e-referral, if the only option for a specialist is
“Manual Refer”, I can see no advantage to this over using your normal referral template. Hovering the
mouse over the referral button will reveal if the specialist has multiple referral locations. Some specialists
may be electronically referrable at some locations and manually at others. Clicking in the grey area alongside
the specialist gives access to a dialogue for either emailing the contact details for the patient or printing
them out for them. Notice on the left hand side of the screen the list of recent specialist searches as a
method of quickly selecting a commonly used one. When you are ready, click on the E-Refer button.
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eReferral

In Best Practice and Medical Director - Document Creation
After a few seconds the document creation screen will appear.

The document has 6 sections, to be accessed via the selection tabs on the left hand side.
This section asks the GP some pretty standard questions and provides the free-text
fields for the body of the letter. At the bottom of the section are the latest BP and
BMI measurements (Not depicted).
I think this is the bit that is going to make GPs . Traditionally GPs have been very
restricted in what they can attach to a referral, both in terms of file format (MD and
BP) and document size, (MD users especially). This system presents a
selectable list of documents of many file formats for attachment to the referral. You
can select from both ingoing and outgoing documents processed in the last 6
months, and the
lets you select older ones.
This section will prepopulate with selectable long term medications only. Using the
following button
you can browse for other short term
medications to add. The section also prepopulates with allergies and the on-screen
warning comment, which you may well want to un-select.
Pre-populated selectable non-confidential Past Medical History grouped as
Active and Inactive conditions. Also picks up family history and smoking
status.
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eReferral

In Best Practice and Medical Director - Document Creation continued
Prepopulated patient demographic information including the patient HI
number to facilitate potential upload to the MyHr.

The usual sending provider details are shown here, as well as the provider HPI-I
number and the practices HPI-O number, again to facilitate possible upload to
the MyHR.
When you have completed the referral use the buttons at the top right of the screen to either Submit
the referral or look at a document preview.
Submitting the referral in the case of an e-referral sends it on it’s way, whilst in the case of a manual
referral you will be prompted to print it. In this instance attachments will have to be printed separately. Note
also the ability to park a referral and come back to it at a later date.
As far as monitoring the status of the referral, this can be viewed from the same initial screen in the
patient record or from the main screen in both BP and MD. The BP graphic is shown below.

In Best Practice and Medical Director - Conclusion
There is a bit of an “in thing” with software releases these days, where they have what is called a soft
release. A product is made available with very little fanfare, in the anticipation that only a few will discover it
initially and whatever small volume of issues that come to be can be fixed without alienating the whole
customer base. Certainly when I tested it using a live Best Practice system, I saw a couple of error messages
that were the end result of specialists with non-compliant systems being incorrectly labelled with the ereferral method. I haven’t been able to test this in a live MD system.
Pros.
 Because it generates a PDF, document layout is preserved. It’s a dirty little secret of
electronically transmitted text letters that they often don’t look as neat at the receiving end.
 Attachments, kills text document referral in it’s ability to attach just about any document.
 All populated data elements are fully selelectable or unselectable. Not just history and meds.
 No more maintaining unwieldy address books, MD users take note.
Cons.
 Relies on the directory being well maintained, with regard to availability and compliant software
 May cause confusion for GPs with some specialists shown as not e-referrable here, but are
using the current text document via healthlink method.
 Minor initial issues with acknowledgement messages.
In short, another good step forward with some initial glitches. I really hope GPs give it a try.
You can find a cheat sheet and 2 minute instructional video here.
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Apps

As I mentioned on the front page, an increasing amount of GPs are reportedly recommending mobile
health apps, and the last month saw a very Tasmanian contribution to what’s on offer. Snug Health are the
company in question and they seem to either part of or enmeshed with HealthCare Software or HCS as they
are more usually known. If you are wondering why I mention this, know that HCS work closely with the THS
and are responsible for much of the work behind the Electronic Discharge Summaries and Consultation
Summaries that you have been receiving over the last few years.
There are thousands of health apps out there, and it’s not really something that I look at, but as this
one offers a connection to the My Health Record, and as the local public hospitals to my knowledge still
haven’t enabled clinician access to this, we have to think about alternatives. As an aside, it seems to be a real
mixed bag with the THS and the MyHR, on the one hand they have been uploading pathology and imaging
results to the MyHr for over a year now, which is absolutely great. On the other hand, the clinicians that
would benefit more than any other group, i.e. DEM doctors do not have access.
I must say, I think the app looks great, I don’t have much to compare it to, but it offers a huge amount
of functionality in a neat and well laid out interface. I liked it so much, I installed a screenshot app on my
phone so I could get the graphics for this article. Graphics which, by the way, are way sharper and cleaner
than the ones to be found in their official user guide....just saying!
So here is what the home page and the MyHr view looks like.

Once you have jumped through the security hoops, the app displays information from the MyHr
and again does it quite neatly. My only criticism is that the Shared Health Summary shown at bottom right
has a non-helpful label, even if SHS is a bit of a clue. But at least with this, a phone could be passed to a
clinician in a hospital setting that inexplicably didn’t have access to the MyHr. It’s nothing more than a
workaround, but it’s better than nothing.
PTO
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Apps

Access to the MyHR is only a really small part of what this app has to offer. Here are some more crisp
illustrations.

The above shows the different readings that can be logged in the app. The Snug app can do so much
more, but describing it would turn a newsletter into a novella, so in brief it can:










Access the MyHealth Record
Allow you to log and diarise a myriad of different health measurements
Access Healthshare factsheets
Interface with wearable health/fitness devices and sleep monitors or other health apps
Create a “Care circle” including emergency contacts and your regular Health providers.
Access family member records
Create appointment reminders
Manage your Diabetes
Log into Tinder (just checking that people are still reading!)

Now all this information can be recorded anywhere, but the app does a really good job of making it
easy to enter and easy to locate and display the information. It really is a swiss-army knife of personal health
information. It will cost you $10 per month or $17 per month for a family membership. However, if you are
lucky enough to be spending 80% of your disposable income on private health insurance with St Luke’s
you get the app absolutely free.
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